
Our company is hiring for a dining room supervisor. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for dining room supervisor

Tastes and monitors the food and beverage products served throughout the
operation, providing feedback where appropriate
Conducts monthly inventory checks on all operating equipment and supplies
Liaises with the kitchen and beverage department on daily operations and
quality control
Have a thorough knowledge and understanding of all food and beverage
items in the menu and the ability to recommend Food and Beverage
combinations and up sell alternatives
Ensures that the In Room Dining area is kept clean and organized
Liaises and organizes with Housekeeping Department that the established
cleaning schedules are strictly adhered to
Oversees the punctuality and appearance of all Food and Beverage
associates, making sure that they wear the correct uniform and maintain a
high standard of personal appearance and hygiene, according to the hotel
and department’s grooming standards
Maximizes the effectiveness of associates by developing each of their skills
and abilities through the appropriate training, coaching, and/or mentoring
Conducts annual performance development discussions with associates and
to support them in their professional development goals
Assists in the development of Departmental Trainers through ongoing
feedback and monthly meetings

Qualifications for dining room supervisor
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Plans and implements effective training programmers for associates in
coordination with the Training Manager and Departmental Trainers
Oversees the preparation and posting of weekly work schedules, making sure
that they reflect business needs and other key performance indicators
Encourages associates to be creative and innovative, challenging and
recognizing them for their contribution to the success of the operation
Ensures that all associates have a complete understanding of and adhere to
associate rules and regulations
Ensures that associates follow all hotel, company and local rules, policies and
regulations relating to fire and hazard safety, and security
Feedbacks the results of the Associate Engagement Survey and ensures that
the relevant changes are implemented


